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Abstract: Artificial intelligence-enabled adaptive learning systems (AI-ALS) are increasingly being
deployed in education to enhance the learning needs of students. However, educational stakeholders
are required by policy-makers to conduct an independent evaluation of the AI-ALS using a small
sample size in a pilot study, before that AI-ALS can be approved for large-scale deployment.
Beyond simply believing in the information provided by the AI-ALS supplier, there arises a need for
educational stakeholders to independently understand the motif of the pedagogical characteristics
that underlie the AI-ALS. Laudable efforts were made by researchers to engender frameworks for
the evaluation of AI-ALS. Nevertheless, those highly technical techniques often require advanced
mathematical knowledge or computer programming skills. There remains a dearth in the extant
literature for a more intuitive way for educational stakeholders—rather than computer scientists—to
carry out the independent evaluation of an AI-ALS to understand how it could provide opportunities
to educe the problem-solving abilities of the students so that they can successfully learn the subject
matter. This paper proffers an approach for educational stakeholders to employ Bayesian networks to
simulate predictive hypothetical scenarios with controllable parameters to better inform them about
the suitability of the AI-ALS for the students.
Keywords: evaluation of artificial intelligence educational systems; intelligent adaptive learning;
intelligent tutoring systems; Bayesian; nonparametric data

1. Introduction
Adaptive learning systems [1,2] were studied by researchers since the 1950s, drawing on ideas
from artificial intelligence (AI) and education. AI is increasingly being deployed in education to
enhance teaching practices and address the learning needs of students [3]. In the field of artificial
intelligence in education (AIED), significant endeavors were made toward the goal of creating systems
that approach the quality of human one-on-one tutoring [4]. Many researchers and developers of
software systems that provided interactive learning environments for students published papers to
report on the improvements in learning gains, and the efficiencies of learning similar amounts of subject
content in reduced amounts of time [5]. Typically, this involves students working individually with
a computer to learn new concepts by solving problems that are focused on domain-level knowledge,
such as mathematics or science [6]. An AI-enabled adaptive learning system (AI-ALS) might utilize,
for example, Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) [7], or some other secret proprietary algorithm to
make “adjustments in an educational environment in order to accommodate individual differences” [8]
to provide a personalized learning experience for each student. A typical sequence which depicts how
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the AI-ALS interacts with the student would be as follows: (1) allow the student to choose a topic
or sub-topic to learn; (2) allow the student to view text-based or video-based demonstrations which
illustrate the concepts; (3) initiate a short test for each sub-topic within the AI-ALS for the student.
If the student could consecutively correctly answer a few questions about the same topic or sub-topic,
the AI-ALS would deem that the student passed (which would be indicated as “math_topic_passed”
in the dataset) the learning objective for that topic or sub-topic. Otherwise, the student would be
remediated by the AI-ALS until that goal is achieved. Finally, upon passing the test for a topic or
sub-topic, the AI-ALS would unlock more topics or sub-topics which it deems the student is “ready to
learn” (which would be indicated as “math_topic_ready_for_learning” in the dataset).
2. Research Problem
As imperative as it is for educational stakeholders to understand more about the pedagogical
characteristics of the AI-ALS, the educational technology vendor would understandably be reticent
about divulging the exact pedagogical motif. Even if they are willing to share the information,
that pedagogical motif might be dynamically generated by the AI-ALS on the fly; only the developer
of the AI-ALS would know the details.
Beyond simply reading and believing in the information provided by the vendors, there arises
a need for educators and education policy-makers to independently understand more about the
pedagogical characteristics underlying each AI-ALS. Laudable efforts were made by researchers to
engender frameworks for the evaluation of adaptive learning systems (ALS) in the first decade of the
21st century [9]; however, those techniques were often highly technical. There remains a dearth in
the extant literature for a more intuitive and practical way for educational stakeholders—rather than
computer scientists—to carry out the independent evaluation of an AI-ALS to gauge its suitability for
students in their own schools.
Potential Issues That Education Researchers Might Encounter
When educational stakeholders such as educational policy-makers or researchers invite a school to
participate in a research study which involves an educational technology such as an AI-ALS, the leaders
of the school might only allow a small-scale pilot study to be conducted. A possible scenario that
researchers might encounter could be that the school might only be willing to provide a class of
students as the treatment group. The reason for the school being unable to provide a control group
could be that parents might not be willing to let their children participate in a research study group with
“placebo” treatment, just to become a so-called baseline group for comparison with the treatment group,
with supposedly does not benefit from any intervention. Even if a control group was provided by the
school, it might not be easy to do fair comparisons between the treatment and control group, as the
teacher of the control group might be very experienced and highly skilled in teaching, or vice versa.
Some students from the treatment group or control group might be attending extra paid tuition classes
outside of school. In short, there are myriad potential confounding factors that would be difficult to
account for, in order to do fair comparisons between the students who utilized the AI-ALS to learn
mathematics, and the control group which did not. Against this backdrop, one more problem faced by
researchers who consider using null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) frequentist approaches is
that it might not yield statistically significant results from a low number of participants, as the data
distribution collected from the small number of students is often not parametric [10].
3. Methods
3.1. Rationale for Using the Bayesian Approach
Bayesian statistics [11] became more commonly used in social and behavioral science research [12]
in recent years. Bayesian networks (BN) [13–15] are well suited for analyzing data with small sample
sizes, because, unlike null hypothesis significance testing frequentist methods, it does not assume
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or require normal distributions as the underlying parameters of a model [10,16,17]. The Bayesian
paradigm offers a more intuitive way to do hypothesis testing by enabling researchers to include
prior background knowledge into the analyses. There is no need to perform multiple rounds of null
hypothesis testing repeatedly [18–20].
The Bayesian approach was utilized by researchers in education, such as Kaplan [21], Levy [22],
Mathys [23], and Muthén and Asparouhov [24]. In the field of educational technology, the Bayesian
approach was used by Bekele and McPherson [25], and by Millán, Agosta, and Cruz [26], as it could
be used to model and analyze information gain, as espoused in Shannon’s information theory [27],
which conceptually could be used to depict the notion of information gain (learning) by the students.
3.2. The Bayesian Theorem
The current paper attempts to provide a very brief introduction to the Bayesian theorem and BN.
Admittedly, it is well beyond the scope of the current paper to cover the corpus of BN. Interested readers
who wish to learn more about research in BN are strongly encouraged to consider perusing the works
of Cowell, Dawid, Lauritzen, and Spiegelhalter [28], Jensen [29], and Korb and Nicholson [30].
The mathematical formula (see Equation (1)) on which BN was based was developed and first
mentioned in 1763 by the mathematician and theologian, Reverend Thomas Bayes [11].
P(H|E) =

P(E|H )·P(H )
P(E)

(1)

In Equation (1), H represents a hypothesis, and E represents a piece of given evidence. P(H|E)
is known as conditional probability of the hypothesis H, that is, the likelihood of H occurring given
the condition that the evidence E is true. This is also referred to as the posterior probability, that is,
the probability of the hypothesis H being true after taking into consideration how the evidence E
influences the occurrence of the hypothesis H.
P(H) and P(E) represent the probabilities of observing the likelihood of the hypothesis H occurring,
and of the likelihood of the evidence E occurring, respectively, independent of each other. This is
referred to as the prior or marginal probability—P(H) and P(E), respectively. P(E|H) represents the
conditional probability of the evidence E, that is, the likelihood of E occurring, given the condition
that the hypothesis H is true. The quotient P(E|H)/P(E) represents the support which the evidence E
provides for the hypothesis H.
3.3. The Research Model
The aim of the research is to simulate how much (or how little) the learning of mathematics
can be improved for students who used an AI-ALS. To this end, probabilistic reasoning techniques
were used based on BN. Within the implementation of BN, the concept of the Markov blanket [31],
in conjunction with response surface methodology (RSM) [32–35], is utilized, as they are suitable for
examining the optimization of variables in the relationships between theoretical constructs, even if
they are not physically related.
The Bayesian paradigm was selected as it is a sound methodology for modeling students’
performance and knowledge, and it was used in research even before the 21st century by the developers
of adaptive learning applications such as Collins, Greer, and Huang [36], Conati, Gertner, VanLehn,
and Druzdze [37], Jameson [38], and VanLehn, Niu, Siler, and Gertner [39]. As these researchers were
also the developers of their respective adaptive learning systems, they most probably had privileged
access to knowledge into the inner workings of the algorithms. In contrast, the approach outlined
in the current paper enables educational stakeholders to perform independent descriptive analytics,
as well as predictive simulations, using the performance data downloaded from the back-end reports
of an AI-ALS. This paper presents a detailed BN model of the students’ knowledge that can inform
educational stakeholders about the specific mathematics topics the students are ready to learn, and the
topics they already passed. Teachers may use this vital information depicted by the relationships
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between the nodes/variables in the BN to provide remediation for the students who are struggling in
their studies, and to help students who are attaining average-level scores in the AI-ALS to improve
their learning experiences so that they could hopefully be more engaged and achieve high-level scores
(higher percentage in the mathematics topics passed).
The model in this study comprises a paper-based pre-test, learning using the AI-ALS, a survey,
and finally, a paper-based post-test. The current paper identifies the relationships within the BN
as the constructs in the paper-based pre-test, the mediator (which is the AI-ALS), the paper-based
post-test, and the noncognitive constructs (e.g., motivation, engagement, interest, self-regulation,
etc.) in the survey. When researchers and stakeholders evaluate an AI-ALS, an understanding of
these relationships is essential to determine if the interventions would be beneficial to the students.
Therefore, the current paper proposes a practical Bayesian approach to demonstrate how educational
stakeholders—rather than computer scientists—could analyze data from a small number of students,
in order to explore the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS using the following two segments of analytics,
which are presented subsequently in Sections 4 and 5.
Section 4: “What has already happened?” Descriptive Analytics
Purpose: To use descriptive analytics to discover the pedagogical motif in the collected data.
For descriptive analytics, BN modeling (in Sections 4.5–4.7) utilizes the parameter estimation
algorithm to automatically detect the data distribution of each column in the dataset.
In Section 4.8, further descriptive statistical techniques are employed to understand
more about the current baseline conditions of the students including quadrant analysis,
curves analysis, and Pearson correlation analysis.
Section 5: “What If?” Predictive Analytics
Purpose: To use predictive analytics to perform in silico experiments with fully controllable
parameters from the pre-test to the mediating intervention to the post-test to predict future
outcomes. Beyond just simply measuring gains by subtracting the students’ post-test
scores from the pre-test scores, this paper proffers a probabilistic Bayesian approach which
could simulate various scenarios to better inform educators and policy-makers about the
pedagogical characteristics of the AI-ALS that is being evaluated.
For predictive analytics, counterfactual simulations (in Section 5) will be employed to explore
the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS. In Section 6, the predictive performance of the BN
model is evaluated using tools that include the gains curve, the lift curve, and the receiver
operating characteristic curve, as well as by statistical bootstrapping of the data inside
each column of the dataset (which is also the data distribution in each node of the BN
model) 1000 times to generate a larger dataset to measure its precision, reliability, Gini index,
lift index, calibration index, the binary log-loss, the correlation coefficient R, the coefficient of
determination R2 , root-mean-square error (RSME), and normalized root-mean-square error
(NRSME).
4. Descriptive Analytics: “What Has Already Happened?”
In this section, the procedures taken in descriptive analytics to make sense of “what has already
happened?” in the collected dataset are presented. To deliberately illustrate the capabilities of BN in
handling nonparametric data from a small number of participants, the dataset comprising 16 students
(all of whom were about 13–14 years old) who used the AI-ALS was imported into Bayesialab [40].
The purpose is to discover, via machine learning, the informational “pedagogical motif” (coined by
the first author) of the learning intervention generated by the AI-ALS. In the context of this study,
the notion of “pedagogical motif” is conceptually defined as the pattern, motif, and characteristics
with which the AI-ALS pedagogically interacts with the students.
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4.1. The Dataset Procured from the Reports Generated by AI-ALS
The supplementary files of the data, “AI-ALS-synthetic-data.csv”, as well as the codebook
describing the data, “ai-als-data_codebook.txt”, can be downloaded from https://figshare.com/articles/
datacodebook_zip/7795694.
4.2. Codebook of the Dataset
The dataset was originally procured from the server of the AI-ALS. Each column in the dataset
(see Table 1) was utilized as a node in the BN. It was assumed that higher values in the data of both
“math_topic_passed” (appended with the letter “P”) and “math_topic_ready_for_learning” (appended
with the letters “RL”) could be considered to be indicators of better performance, and vice versa.
Table 1. Code book of the data downloaded from the artificial intelligence-enabled adaptive learning
system (AI-ALS) server, each of which becomes a Bayesian network (BN) node.
Node Name

Description

student_id
hours
topics_350
topics_percent

Student identifier (ID)
Number of hours spent by student using the AI-ALS
Number of topics out of a total of 350 completed by the student in the AI-ALS
Percentage of topics out of a total of 350 completed by the student in the AI-ALS

Arithmetic readiness (AR)
AR_FMEF_P
AR_FMEF_RL
AR_ASF_P
AR_ASF_RL
AR_MD_P
AR_MD_RL
AR_MN_P
AR_MN_RL
AR_RONL_P
AR_RONL_RL
AR_ASD_P
AR_ASD_RL
AR_MDD_P
AR_MDD_RL
AR_CBFD_P
AR_CBFD_RL
AR_RUR_P
AR_RUR_RL
AR_PDF_P
AR_PDF_RL
AR_IPA_P
AR_IPA_RL
AR_UM_P
AR_UM_RL

AR_Factors_Multiples_Equivalent_Fractions_Passed
AR_Factors_Multiples_Equivalent_Fractions_Ready_For_Learning
AR_Addition_Subtraction_with_Fractions_Passed
AR_Addition_Subtraction_with_Fractions_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Multiplication_Division_with_Decimals_Passed
AR_Multiplication_Division_with_Decimals_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Mixed_Numbers_Passed
AR_Mixed_Numbers_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Rounding_Number Line_Passed
AR_Rounding_Number Line_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Addition_Subtraction_with_Decimals_Passed
AR_Addition_Subtraction_with_Decimals_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Multiplication_Division_with_Decimals_Passed
AR_Multiplication_Division_with_Decimals_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Converting_Between_Fractions_Decimals_Passed
AR_Converting_Between_Fractions_Decimals_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Ratios_Unit_Rates_Passed
AR_Ratios_Unit_Rates_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Percents_Decimals_Fractions_Passed
AR_Percents_Decimals_Fractions_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Intro_Percent_Applications_Passed
AR_Intro_Percent_Applications_Ready_for_Learning
AR_Units_Measurement_Passed
AR_Units_Measurement_Ready_for_Learning

Real numbers (RN)
RN_PLOT_P
RN_PLOT_RL
RN_OSN_P
RN_OSN_RL
RN_EOO_P
RN_EOO_RL
RN_EE_P
RN_EE_RL
RN_VDSRN_P
RN_VDSRN_RL
RN_PROP_O_P
RN_PROP_O_RL
RN_OSLE_P
RN_OSLE_RL

RN_Plotting_Ordering_Passed
RN_Plotting_Ordering_Ready_for_Learning
RN_Operations_Signed_Numbers_Passed
RN_Operations_Signed_Numbers_Ready_for_Learning
RN_Exponents_Order_Operations_Passed
RN_Exponents_Order_Operations_Ready_for_Learning
RN_Evaluation_Expressions_Operations_Passed
RN_Evaluation_Expressions_Ready_for_Learning
RN_Venn_Diagrams_Sets_Real_Num_Passed
RN_Venn_Diagrams_Sets_Real_Num_Ready_for_Learning
RN_Properties_Operations_Passed
RN_Properties_Operations_Ready_for_Learning
RN_One_Step_Linear_Equations_Passed
RN_One_Step_Linear_Equations_Ready_for_Learning
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Table 1. Cont.
Node Name

Description

Linear equations (LE)
LE_MSLE_P
LE_MSLE_RL
LE_WEE_P
LE_WEE_RL
LE_ALE_P
LE_ALE_RL
LE_SVDA_P
LE_SVDA_RL
LE_PROP_P
LE_PROP_RL
LE_MP_P
LE_MP_RL
LE_PFL_P
LE_PFL_RL
Linear inequalities (LI)

LE_Multi_Step_Linear_Equations_Passed
LE_Multi_Step_Linear_Equations_Ready_for_Learning
LE_Writing_Expressions_Equations_Passed
LE_Writing_Expressions_Equations_Ready_for_Learning
LE_Applications_Linear_Equations_Passed
LE_Applications_Linear_Equations_Ready_for_Learning
LE_Solving_Variable_Dimensional_Analysis_Passed
LE_Solving_Variable_Dimensional_Analysis_Ready_for_Learning
LE_Proportions_Passed
LE_Proportions_Ready_for_Learning
LE_More_Percents_Passed
LE_More_Percents_Ready_for_Learning
LE_Personal_Financial_Literacy_Passed
LE_Personal_Financial_Literacy_Ready_for_Learning

LI_WGI_P
LI_WGI_RL

LI_Writing_Graphing_Inequalities_Passed
LI_Writing_Graphing_Inequalities_Ready_for_Learning

Functions and lines (FL)
FL_TGL_P
FL_TGL_RL
FL_IF_P
FL_IF_RL
FL_AS_P
FL_AS_RL

FL_Tables_Graphs_Lines_Passed
FL_Tables_Graphs_Lines_Ready_for_Learning
FL_Introduction_Functions_Passed
FL_Introduction_Functions_Ready_for_Learning
FL_Arithmetic_Sequences_Passed
FL_Arithmetic_Sequences_Ready_for_Learning

Exponents and exponential functions (EEF)
EEF_PPQR_P
EEF_PPQR_RL
EEF_IR_P
EEF_IR_RL

EEF_Product_Power_Quotient_Rules_Passed
EEF_Product_Power_Quotient_Rules_Ready_for_Learning
EEF_Intro_Radicals_Passed
EEF_Intro_Radicals_Ready_for_Learning

Polynomials and factoring (PE)
PE_PM_P
PE_PM_RL
PF_FGCF_P
PF_FGCF_RL
PF_FQT_P
PF_FQT_RL
PF_FSP_P
PF_FSP_RL

PE_Polynomial_Multiplication_Passed
PE_Polynomial_Multiplication_Ready_for_Learning
PE_Factoring_Greatest_Common_Factor_Passed
PE_Factoring_Greatest_Common_Factor_Ready_for_Learning
PE_Factoring_Quadratic_Trinomials_Passed
PE_Factoring_Quadratic_Trinomials_Ready_for_Learning
PE_Factoring_Special_Products_Passed
PE_Factoring_Special_Products_Ready_for_Learning

Quadratic functions and equations (QFE)
QFE_SQEF_P
QFE_SQEF_RL
QFE_SRP_P
QFE_SRP_RL

QFE_Solving_Quadratic_Equations_Factoring_Passed
QFE_Solving_Quadratic_Equations_Factoring_Ready_for_Learning
QFE_Square_Root_Property_Passed
QFE_Square_Root_Property_Ready_for_Learning

Pre-test (PRETEST)
Post-test (POSTTEST)
Noncognitive (NONCOG)

Synthetic data for pre-test questions 1–10
Synthetic data for post-test questions 1–10
Synthetic data for noncognitive survey questions 1–10

4.3. Software Used: Bayesialab
The software used was Bayesialab version 8.0. The 30-day trial version can be downloaded from
http://www.bayesialab.com.
As a strongly recommended pre-requisite activity, before proceeding with the exemplars shown
in the rest of this paper, it would be greatly beneficial to the reader to become familiar with Bayesialab
by downloading and reading the free-of-charge user guide from http://www.bayesia.com/book/, as it
contains the descriptions of the myriad tools and functionalities within the Bayesialab software,
which are too lengthy to include in the current paper.
4.4. Pre-Processing: Checking for Missing Values or Errors in the Data
Before using Bayesialab to construct the BN, the first step is to check the data for any anomalies
or missing values. In the dataset used in this study, there were no anomalies or missing values.
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However, should other researchers encounter missing values in their datasets, rather than discarding
the row of data with a missing value, the researchers could use Bayesialab to predict and fill in those
missing values. Bayesialab would be able to perform this by machine-learning the overall structural
characteristics of that entire dataset being studied, before producing the predicted values.
4.5. Overview of the BN Model
Bayesian networks (BN), also referred to as belief networks, causal probabilistic networks,
and probabilistic influence diagrams are graphical models which consist of nodes (variables) and arcs
or arrows. Each node contains the data distribution of the respective variable. The arcs or arrows
between the nodes represent the probabilities of correlations between the variables [41].
Using BN, it becomes possible to use descriptive analytics to analyze the relationships between
the nodes (variables) and the manner in which initial probabilities, such as the number of hours spent
in the AI-ALS and/or topics passed/ready to learn, and/or noncognitive factors, might influence the
probabilities of future outcomes, such as the predicted learning performance of the students in the
paper-based post-test.
Further, BN can also be used to perform counterfactual speculations about the initial states of
the data distribution in the nodes (variables), given the final outcome. In the context of the current
paper, exemplars are presented in the predictive analytics segment (in Section 5) to illustrate how
counterfactual simulations can be implemented using BN. For example, if we wish to find out the
conditions of the initial states in the nodes (variables) which would lead to high probability of attaining
high-level scores in the post-test, or if we wish to find out how to prevent students from attaining low
scores or failing in the paper-based post-test, we can simulate these hypothetical scenarios in the BN.
The relationship between each pair of connected nodes (variables) is determined by their respective
conditional probability table (CPT), which represents the probabilities of correlations between the
data distributions of the parent node and the child node [42]. In the current paper, the values in
the NPT are automatically machine-learned by Bayesialab according to the data distribution of each
column/variable/node in the dataset. Nevertheless, it is possible but optional for the user to manually
enter the probability values into the CPT, if the human user wishes to override the machine-learning
software. In Bayesialab, the CPT of any node can be seen by double-clicking on it.
The BN model displayed the distribution of the students’ score clusters (see Figure 1) for
the mathematics learning in the AI-ALS in terms of the following topics: arithmetic readiness,
real numbers, linear equations, linear inequalities, functions and lines, exponents and exponential
functions, polynomials and factoring, and quadratic functions and equations. These score clusters
were generated via machine learning by the Bayesialab software. By generating this model from the
data which contained varying levels of performance of the students (even if it was just 16 participants),
we could obtain a “pedagogical motif” of the AI-ALS, which meant that we could then perform
simulations in this computational model to study how it could behave under certain conditions. This is
elaborated on and presented later in Section 5.
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Figure 2. The combined unified impact analysis model, with nodes fully connected, loaded with data
from the pre-test, the mediator (the AI-enabled adaptive learning system), the survey (noncognitive
factors), and the post-test.
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That said, however, it would be contrived to measure “gains” only in terms of cognitive
dimensions using the pre-test and post-test, as there might be noncognitive benefits for the students too.
Hence, a survey which could be used to understand more about the noncognitive aspects of their learning
experiences could also be administered to the students upon completion of their learning process
in the AI-ALS. Some of the possible noncognitive instruments that could be utilized by educational
stakeholders include those offered by researchers such as Al-Mutawah and Fateel [44], Chamberlin,
Moore, and Parks [45], Egalite, Mills, and Greene [46], Lipnevich, MacCann, and Roberts [47],
and Mantzicopoulos, Patrick, Strati, and Watson [48].
4.7. Detailed Descriptions of the BN in the Current Paper
Nodes (both the blue round dots and the round-cornered rectangles showing the data distribution
histograms) represent variables of interest, for example, the score of a particular mathematics topic
(connected to nodes with scores from their corresponding sub-topics), the number of hours spent
by a student in the AI-ALS, the percentage of mathematics topics which a student passed in the
AI-ALS, or the rating of a particular noncognitive factor (e.g., motivation of a student). Such nodes can
correspond to symbolic/categorical variables, numerical variables with discrete values, or discretized
continuous variables. Even though BN can handle continuous variables, we exclusively discuss BN with
discrete nodes in the current paper, as it is more relevant to helping educational stakeholders categorize
students into high-, mid-, and low-achievement groups, allowing teachers to utilize differentiated
methods to better address the students’ learning needs.
Directed links (the arrows) could represent informational (statistical) or causal dependencies
among the variables. The directions are used to define kinship relations, i.e., parent–child relationships.
For example, in a Bayesian network with a link from X to Y, X is the parent node of Y, and Y is the
child node. In the current paper, it is important to note that the Bayesian network presented is the
machine-learned result of probabilistic structural equation modeling (PSEM); it is not a causal model
diagram, and, for this reason, the arrows do not represent causation; they merely represent probabilistic
structural relationships between the parent node and the child nodes.
4.8. Descriptive Statistical Analysis of the Dataset
In this scenario (see Figure 3), data from pre-test and post-test were connected to the pedagogical
motif of the AI-ALS. It could be observed from this analysis that the students initially performed within
normal expectations in the pre-test, with 25% scoring at the high level, 43.75% scoring at the mid-level,
and 31.25% scoring at the low level. At the mediator stage (which is the AI-ALS), 18.75% scored at the
high level, 18.75% scored at the mid-level, and 62.5% scored at the low level. Presumably, the AI-ALS
might have exposed many areas of weaknesses of the students, resulting in a high percentage of low
scores. In the post-test, a result that was opposite from the researcher’s initial hypothetical assumption
occurred. Instead of improved scores in the post-test, the students performed poorly; only 25% of the
students scored at the high level (unchanged from the pre-test), 18.75% of the students scored at the
mid-level (a decrease from 43.75% in the pre-test), and 56.25% of the students scored at the low level
(an unfavorable increase from 31.25% in the pre-test).
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as described
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As a suggestion,
the quadrants
could be interpreted
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described below.
Top right quadrant (high volume, high impact on target node): This group contains the important
variables with greater total effect on the target than the mean value. These mathematics topics are
important to the success of the students in the paper-based post-test, and the educational stakeholders
should explore ways to help all the students to understand and learn the concepts well in these
mathematics topics.
Top left quadrant (low volume, high impact on target node): This group of mathematics topics
might already be mastered by the high-performing students, but not yet mastered by the mid- or
low-performing students.
Bottom right quadrant (high volume, low impact on target node): This group of mathematics
topics might not yet be mastered by many students; thus, educational stakeholders should consider
providing remediation of these topics to the students to help bridge the gap that the AI-ALS could not
achieve for the students.
Bottom left quadrant (low volume, low impact on target node): This group has a relatively low
number of students which mastered these mathematics topics, and these topics also have a relatively
lower impact on the target node (the paper-based post-test). The educational stakeholders may consider
thinking of ways to improve the students’ performances in these topics after their performances in the
other topics are already improved.
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number of students which mastered these mathematics topics, and these topics also have a relatively
lower impact on the target node (the paper-based post-test). The educational stakeholders may
consider thinking of ways to improve the students’ performances in these topics after their
performances in the other topics are already improved.

4.8.2. Descriptive Analytics: Curves Analysis
Another way to visualize the influence of students’ mastery of the various mathematics topics
on their paper-based post-test is by using this tool in Baysialab via the following steps on the menu
bar: Bayesialab (in validation mode) > Analysis > Visual > Target > Target’s Posterior > Curves > Total Effects.
As observed in Figure 5, the plots of the total effects of the various mathematics topics on the
target node (the paper-based post-test) suggest that, with the exception of real numbers, there are
positive linear or curvilinear relationships between the students’ performances in the mathematics
topics in the AI-ALS and the total effect on the paper-based post-test. The results imply that the total
effects of mastering the foundational real numbers in the AI-ALS on the paper-based post-test
declines as the students spend more effort and time on learning the other mathematics topics. In other
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by the AI-ALS. It might not necessarily be an undesirable situation, provided remediation could be
provided by the teacher to the students so that the gaps which the AI-ALS could not bridge for the
students (for example, if the AI-ALS could not read the students’ workings to pinpoint where the
mathematical calculation mistakes were for the students) were addressed. The tool can be activated
in Bayesialab via the following steps on the menu bar: Analysis > Visual > Overall > Arc > Pearson
Correlation > R− (Negative Correlations).
A portion of the output of the Pearson correlation table generated in Bayesialab (via Analysis >
Report > Relationships) is presented in Table 2.
In this section, the descriptive analytics used in Bayesialab were presented. To understand more
about how the existing data could be used to forecast the conditions needed to improve the students’
performances, we use Section 5 to perform in silico experiments with fully controllable parameters to
make sense of what happened.
For now, in the current segment, we temporarily avert focus from the results of the noncognitive
survey (affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) as nothing seemed to be out of the ordinary
at this point; however, they are also included in Section 5 in the counterfactual “what if?” analyses.
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Figure 6. Positive
Positive correlations
correlations of
of student
student learning
learning in AI-ALS and their performance in the post-test.

One suggestion for interpretation of the negative Pearson correlations could be that the red lines
and nodes might represent the regions where the weaknesses of the students were exposed or educed
by the AI-ALS. It might not necessarily be an undesirable situation, provided remediation could be
provided by the teacher to the students so that the gaps which the AI-ALS could not bridge for the
students (for example, if the AI-ALS could not read the students’ workings to pinpoint where the
mathematical calculation mistakes were for the students) were addressed. The tool can be activated
in Bayesialab via the following steps on the menu bar: Analysis > Visual > Overall > Arc > Pearson
Correlation > R− (Negative Correlations).
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A portion of the output of the Pearson correlation table generated in Bayesialab (via Analysis >
Report > Relationships) is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. A portion of the Pearson’s correlation table generated by Bayesialab.
Parent

Child

Overall
Contribution

GKL Test

df

p-Value

Pearson’s
Correlation

[Factor_FL_TGL]

FL_TGL_RL

2.2709%

34.2954

4

0.0001%

0.9793

[MEDIATOR]

[Linear Equations]

1.9526%

29.4878

4

0.0006%

0.9443

[Linear Inequalities]

LI_WGI_RL

1.8679%

28.2090

4

0.0011%

0.3331

[Functions and Lines]

[Factor_FL_TGL]

1.7651%

26.6572

4

0.0023%

−0.5369

[Factor_AR_ASF]

AR_ASF_RL

1.7598%

26.5768

6

0.0174%

0.8588

[Factor_AR_CBFD]

AR_CBFD_P

1.4687%

22.1807

1

0.0002%

1.0000

[Factor_LE_MSLE]

LE_MSLE_RL

1.4521%

21.9301

3

0.0067%

0.2971

[Factor_AR_IPA]

AR_IPA_RL

1.4018%

21.1700

3

0.0097%

0.0538
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Table 2. A portion of the Pearson’s correlation table generated by Bayesialab.
Parent

Child

Overall
Contribution

GKL Test

df

p-Value

Pearson’s
Correlation

[Factor_FL_TGL]
[MEDIATOR]
[Linear Inequalities]
[Functions and Lines]
[Factor_AR_ASF]
[Factor_AR_CBFD]
[Factor_LE_MSLE]
[Factor_AR_IPA]
[Factor_FL_IF]
[Factor_AR_MN]
[Factor_FL_AS]
[Factor_LE_SVDA]
[Factor_FL_TGL]
[Factor_AR_ASF]
[Real Numbers]
[Factor_AR_UM]
[Factor_AR_RUR]
[Factor_AR_RONL]
[Arithmetic
Readiness]
[Arithmetic
Readiness]

FL_TGL_RL
[Linear Equations]
LI_WGI_RL
[Factor_FL_TGL]
AR_ASF_RL
AR_CBFD_P
LE_MSLE_RL
AR_IPA_RL
FL_IF_P
AR_MN_P
FL_AS_P
LE_SVDA_RL
FL_TGL_P
AR_ASF_P
[Factor_RN_OSN]
AR_UM_RL
AR_RUR_P
AR_RONL_P

2.2709%
1.9526%
1.8679%
1.7651%
1.7598%
1.4687%
1.4521%
1.4018%
1.4018%
1.4018%
1.4018%
1.4018%
1.3849%
1.3233%
1.3160%
1.3160%
1.3160%
1.3160%

34.2954
29.4878
28.2090
26.6572
26.5768
22.1807
21.9301
21.1700
21.1700
21.1700
21.1700
21.1700
20.9156
19.9851
19.8748
19.8748
19.8748
19.8748

4
4
4
4
6
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
6
8
2
1
1
1

0.0001%
0.0006%
0.0011%
0.0023%
0.0174%
0.0002%
0.0067%
0.0097%
0.0004%
0.0004%
0.0025%
0.0004%
0.1900%
1.0393%
0.0048%
0.0008%
0.0008%
0.0008%

0.9793
0.9443
0.3331
−0.5369
0.8588
1.0000
0.2971
0.0538
1.0000
1.0000
−0.0504
1.0000
−0.4765
−0.2401
−0.9671
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

[Factor_AR_UM]

1.3160%

19.8748

2

0.0048%

0.8701

[Factor_AR_RONL]

1.3160%

19.8748

2

0.0048%

0.8701

5. “What If?” Analytics to Understand More about the Pedagogical Motif of the AI-ALS
This segment describes the simulations performed to explore the following seven hypothetical
scenarios, via potential points of leverage in the computational model.
Hypothetical scenario 1. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if all the
students scored at the high level in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 2. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if all the
students scored at the low level in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 3. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if all the
students scored at the mid-level in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 4. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if all the
students could spend more hours in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 5. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if
a higher percentage of topics could be covered in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 6. What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if a lower
percentage of topics could be covered in the AI-ALS?
Hypothetical scenario 7. Finally, the ultimate question, which might be of interest to educational
stakeholders: What needs to happen if we would like to have all the students score only at the high
level in the post-test (that is, for all of them to become high-performance students)?
5.1. Hypothetical Scenario 1
What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if all the students scored at
the high level in the AI-ALS?
As shown in Figure 8, the results in the pre-test were fixed at the original levels (by clicking
on the node in Bayesialab and selecting “fix probabilities”), since it was the baseline measurement.
After applying hard evidence on the mediator node (which is the AI-ALS) by simulating the scenario
in which 100% of the students scored at the high level, it could be observed that, in the post-test,
the counterfactual results changed to 0% at the high level (compared to the original 25%), 33.3% at
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Figure 8. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 1.
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Figure 10. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 3.
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Figure 13. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 4, part 3.
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When hard evidence was applied in this computational model (see Figure 15) to simulate that
more than 52.57% of the topics were covered for 100% of the students in the AI-ALS, the
counterfactual the values in the post-test became 66.67% at the high level (originally 25%), 33.33% at
the mid-level (originally 18.75%), and 0% at the low level (originally 56.25%). The values in the
noncognitive dimensions (e.g., affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) counterfactually
became 0% at the high level (originally 37.5%), 66.67% at the mid-level (originally 31.25%), and
33.33% at the low level (originally 31.25%). This finding suggested that, if more than 52.57% of the
topics could be covered for 100% of the students in the AI-ALS, it might lead to an increase in
performance in the post-test, and also could result in an increase in mid-level values in the
noncognitive parameters (which we could tentatively interpret as being well-balanced values).
Further investigation in a future study might be needed.
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Figure 14. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 5, part 1.

When hard evidence was applied in this computational model (see Figure 15) to simulate that
more than 52.57% of the topics were covered for 100% of the students in the AI-ALS, the counterfactual
the values in the post-test became 66.67% at the high level (originally 25%), 33.33% at the mid-level
(originally 18.75%), and 0% at the low level (originally 56.25%). The values in the noncognitive
dimensions (e.g., affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) counterfactually became 0% at the
high level (originally 37.5%), 66.67% at the mid-level (originally 31.25%), and 33.33% at the low level
(originally 31.25%). This finding suggested that, if more than 52.57% of the topics could be covered
for 100% of the students in the AI-ALS, it might lead to an increase in performance in the post-test,
and also could result in an increase in mid-level values in the noncognitive parameters (which we
could tentatively interpret as being well-balanced values). Further investigation in a future study
might be needed. Figure 14. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 5, part 1.

Figure 15. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 5, part 2.

5.6. Hypothetical Scenario 6
What would happen in the post-test and in the noncognitive factors if a lower percentage of
topics could be covered in the AI-ALS?
In other words, would covering a lower percentage of topics within the same original amount
of time lead to better performance in the post-test? Let us examine this simulated scenario. When
hard evidence was applied in this computational model (see Figure 16) to simulate that less than or
equal to 52.57% of the topics were covered for 100% of the students in the AI-ALS, the counterfactual
values in the post-test became 19.10% at the high level (originally 25%), 16.66% at the mid-level
(originally 18.75%), and 62.24% at the low level (originally 56.25%). The values in the noncognitive
dimensions (e.g., affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) counterfactually became 42.8% at
Figure 15. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 5, part 2.
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values in the post-test became 19.10% at the high level (originally 25%), 16.66% at the mid-level
(originally 18.75%), and 62.24% at the low level (originally 56.25%). The values in the noncognitive
dimensions (e.g., affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) counterfactually became 42.8% at
the high level (originally 37.5%), 26.25% at the mid-level (originally 31.25%), and 30.95% at the low
level (originally 31.25%). This finding suggested that, if less than or equal to 52.57% of the topics
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in the post-test became 19.10% at the high level (originally 25%), 16.66% at the mid-level (originally
18.75%), and 62.24% at the low level (originally 56.25%). The values in the noncognitive dimensions
(e.g., affections, motivation, interest, self-efficacy, etc.) counterfactually became 42.8% at the high level
(originally 37.5%), 26.25% at the mid-level (originally 31.25%), and 30.95% at the low level (originally
31.25%). This finding suggested that, if less than or equal to 52.57% of the topics could be covered for
100% of the students in the AI-ALS, it might lead to a decrease in performance in the post-test, and also
could result in an increase in the mid-level values in the noncognitive parameters (which we could
tentatively interpret as being well-balanced values). Further investigation in a future study might
be
needed.
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Figure 16. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 6.
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Figure 17. “What if?” simulation of hypothetical scenario 7.

In the Mediator node (which represents the overall effects of the AI-ALS), the simulated
counterfactual results suggested that, in order to contribute to optimal performance in the students,
students,
it would be ideal if 0% of the students could achieve high-level scores, 49.72% of them could achieve
mid-level scores, and 50.28% of them could achieve low-level
low-level scores
scores in the AI-ALS.
AI-ALS. In other words,
words,
if the questions
questions in
in the
theAI-ALS
AI-ALSwere
wereeasy
easytotosolve
solveororatatlow
lowlevels
levels
difficulty,
but
absolutely
ofof
difficulty,
but
absolutely
notnot
at
at the easy level of difficulty, that would be ideal for enhancing the performance of the students in
the post-test.
Furthermore, a slight increase in the mid-level values in the noncognitive parameters (which we
could tentatively interpret as being well-balanced values) might potentially contribute to the students’
performance. This hypothetical scenario, however, might need further investigation in a future study.
This section presented the predictive analytics used for simulations of the seven hypothetical
scenarios. In the next section, the tools in Bayesialab which could be used for the evaluation of the
predictive performance of the BN model in the current paper are presented.
6. Evaluation of the Predictive Performance of the Bayesian Network Model
The predictive performance of a model can be evaluated using measurement tools such as the
gains curve (see Figure 18), lift curve (see Figure 19), and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (see Figure 20), as well as by statistical bootstrapping (see Figure 21).
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Figure 18. Gains curve.

The gains curve, lift curve, and ROC analysis tools can be utilized in Bayesialab via the following
steps on the menu bar: Bayesialab (in validation mode) > Analysis > Network Performance > Target.
6.2. Lift Curve Analysis
The lift curve (see Figure 19) corresponded to the gains curve (see Figure 18). The value of the
best lift was around 25%. The lift index of 2.2974 and relative lift index of 100% suggested that the
performance of this predictive model was acceptably good.
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Figure 19. Lift curve.

6.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
The predictive performance of the Bayesian network model could be evaluated using a receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC) (see Figure 20), which was a plot of the true positive rate (y-axis)
against the false positive rate (x-axis). The ROC index indicated that 100% of the cases were predicted
correctly with this predictive model.
Figure 19. Lift curve.

6.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
The predictive performance of the Bayesian network model could be evaluated using a receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC) (see Figure 20), which was a plot of the true positive rate (y-axis)
against the false positive rate (x-axis). The ROC index indicated that 100% of the cases were predicted
correctly with this predictive model.
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Figure

Together, the gains curve, the lift curve, and the ROC curve indicated that the predictive
performance of the Bayesian network model in the current paper was acceptably good.
In addition to the gains curve, lift curve, and ROC, another way to evaluate the predictive model
would be to perform bootstrapping (see Figure 21), where the Bayesialab software randomly draws
on the data distribution of each node 1000 times to simulate parametric data of 1000 students. This
Figure
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curve bar:
of theBayesialab
Bayesian network.
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following
steps on(ROC)
the menu
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Tools > Resampling > Target Evaluation > Bootstrap.
Together, the gains curve, the lift curve, and the ROC curve indicated that the predictive
performance of the Bayesian network model in the current paper was acceptably good.
In addition to the gains curve, lift curve, and ROC, another way to evaluate the predictive model
would be to perform bootstrapping (see Figure 21), where the Bayesialab software randomly draws
on the data distribution of each node 1000 times to simulate parametric data of 1000 students. This
can be done in Bayesialab via the following steps on the menu bar: Bayesialab (in validation mode) >
Tools > Resampling > Target Evaluation > Bootstrap.

73.2900%, the mean relative Gini index was 95.8098%, the mean lift index was 2.3913, the mean
relative lift index was 98.4000%, the mean ROC index was 98.4000%, the mean calibration index was
96.9590%, the mean binary log-loss was 0.0013, the correlation coefficient R was 0.9194, the coefficient
of determination R2 was 0.8453, the RMSE was 0.0562, and the NRSME was 16.2016%. These results
suggested that the predictive performance of the BN model could be considered to be acceptably
Educ. Sci. 2019, 9, 110
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relative lift index was 100%; the mean relative lift index was also 100%; the overall receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) index was 100%; the mean ROC index was also 100%. The overall log-loss was
0.2062; the mean binary log-loss was 0.1374, which was quite good as log-loss should be as close to
zero as possible, since it measures loss of information in the prediction; the linear correlation coefficient
R was 0.9629 and could be considered to be very good relationship between the variables (the scores
in the AI-ALS and the target scores in the paper-based post-test); the coefficient of determination
R2 was 0.9273 and could be considered to be very good as it measures the strength of the linear
association between the scores in the AI-ALS and the target node (the scores of the paper-based
post-test); the root-mean-square error (RMSE) was 0.0400 and its low value could be considered to
be good since it measures how far the data points were from the regression line; the normalized
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root-mean-square error (NRMSE) was 11.5151% and could be considered to be acceptably good since it
was quite low in value.
In the gains curve (see Figure 18), there were around 25% of participants with the target value of
the high level in the paper-based post-test (yellow). The blue diagonal line represents the gain curve
of a pure random policy, which is a prediction without using this predictive model. The red lines
represent the gains curve using this predictive model. The Gini index of 73.44% and relative Gini index
of 97.92% suggest that the gains of using this predictive model vis-à-vis not using it was acceptable.
A confusion matrix is presented in the middle portion of Figure 18. The confusion matrix provides
additional information about the computational model’s predictive performance. The leftmost column
in the matrix contains the predicted values, while the actual values in the data are presented in
the top row. Three confusion matrix views are available by clicking on the corresponding tabs.
The occurrence matrix indicates the number of cases for each combination of predicted versus actual
values. The diagonal shows the number of true positives. The reliability matrix indicates the probability
of the reliability of the prediction of a state in each cell. Reliability measures the overall consistency
of a prediction. A prediction can be regarded to have a high reliability if the computational model
produces similar results under consistent conditions. As observed in Figure 18, the reliability of the
model’s prediction of the “high” state was 100%, the reliability of the model’s prediction of the “mid”
state was 75%, and the reliability of predicting the “low” state was 100%. The precision matrix indicates
the probability of the precision of the prediction of a state in each cell. Precision measures the overall
accuracy which the computational model can perform predictions correctly.
The gains curve, lift curve, and ROC analysis tools can be utilized in Bayesialab via the following
steps on the menu bar: Bayesialab (in validation mode) > Analysis > Network Performance > Target.
6.2. Lift Curve Analysis
The lift curve (see Figure 19) corresponded to the gains curve (see Figure 18). The value of the
best lift was around 25%. The lift index of 2.2974 and relative lift index of 100% suggested that the
performance of this predictive model was acceptably good.
6.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
The predictive performance of the Bayesian network model could be evaluated using a receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC) (see Figure 20), which was a plot of the true positive rate (y-axis)
against the false positive rate (x-axis). The ROC index indicated that 100% of the cases were predicted
correctly with this predictive model.
Together, the gains curve, the lift curve, and the ROC curve indicated that the predictive
performance of the Bayesian network model in the current paper was acceptably good.
In addition to the gains curve, lift curve, and ROC, another way to evaluate the predictive model
would be to perform bootstrapping (see Figure 21), where the Bayesialab software randomly draws on
the data distribution of each node 1000 times to simulate parametric data of 1000 students. This can be
done in Bayesialab via the following steps on the menu bar: Bayesialab (in validation mode) > Tools >
Resampling > Target Evaluation > Bootstrap.
6.4. Statistical Bootstrapping
As observed in the results (see Figure 21) generated by Bayesialab after performing bootstrapping
1000 times on the data distribution of each node in the BN using the parameter estimation algorithm,
the overall precision was 82.8937%, the mean precision was 74.8740%, the overall reliability was
81.5563%, the mean reliability was 82.1425%, the mean Gini index was 73.2900%, the mean relative
Gini index was 95.8098%, the mean lift index was 2.3913, the mean relative lift index was 98.4000%,
the mean ROC index was 98.4000%, the mean calibration index was 96.9590%, the mean binary log-loss
was 0.0013, the correlation coefficient R was 0.9194, the coefficient of determination R2 was 0.8453,
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the RMSE was 0.0562, and the NRSME was 16.2016%. These results suggested that the predictive
performance of the BN model could be considered to be acceptably good.
A confusion matrix (for bootstrapping the data 1000 times in every node) is presented in the middle
portion of Figure 21. The confusion matrix provided additional information about the computational
model’s predictive performance. The leftmost column in the matrix contains the predicted values,
while the actual values in the data are presented in the top row. Three confusion matrix views would
be available by clicking on the corresponding tabs. The occurrence matrix would indicate the number
of cases for each combination of predicted versus actual values. The diagonal shows the number of
true positives. The reliability matrix would indicate the probability of the reliability of the prediction of
a state in each cell. Reliability measures the overall consistency of a prediction. A prediction could be
considered to be highly reliable if the computational model produces similar results under consistent
conditions. As observed in Figure 21, the reliability of the model’s prediction of the “high” state was
100%, the reliability of the model’s prediction of the “mid” state was 67.27%, and the reliability of
predicting the “low” state was 79.15%. The precision matrix would indicate the probability of the
precision of the prediction of a state in each cell. Precision is the measure of the overall accuracy which
the computational model can predict correctly.
6.5. Limitations of the Study
The exploratory nature of predictive analytics in this study using BN analysis renders the simulated
counterfactual results suggestive, rather than conclusive. Furthermore, it is only applicable to the BN
model which was generated from the current dataset. Therefore, caution must be exercised when
interpreting the potential relationships between the variables (nodes) in the BN model.
The current study only utilized 16 students’ data. Due to the small sample size of the pilot study,
there is limited generalization to other AI-ALS environments. The proposed methodology will be
tested in a future knowledge discovery study with a dataset from a much larger number of students.
However, in lieu of using parametric statistical methods with a larger sample size, the Bayesian
approach delineated in the current paper could still be used as an alternative approach by educational
stakeholders in small-scale pilot studies to independently explore the pedagogical motif of any AI-ALS,
in order to understand how it could potentially educe the problem-solving abilities of the students.
As in any study which involves simulations, the results are dependent on the dataset which
generated the computational model. The Bayesian network model used in the current study was based
on the naïve Bayes algorithm, as it is suitable for exploratory studies that do not assume relationships
between nodes to be causal in nature. However, educational stakeholders and researchers should be
willing to consider alternative models which could better describe the dataset.
In this segment, the tools in Bayesialab which could be used for the evaluation of the predictive
performance of the BN, and the limitations of the study were described. In the next section,
the discussions and conclusion are presented.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
The current paper demonstrated a Bayesian approach for educational stakeholders to
independently explore the underlying pedagogical motif of an AI-ALS, even if the number of
participants might be low, and even if there is no control group, because, in the Bayesian implementation
of response surface methodology [32–35], individual parameters could be held constant, whilst others
were changed to simulate different hypothetical scenarios.
This Bayesian network approach could be used even if the data could only be collected from
a small number of participants who used the AI-ALS, because it does not rely on a frequentist paradigm;
it is based on the principles of Shannon’s information theory [21], which is a suitable framework
for analyzing information gain and mutual information between variables in educational settings,
and, in the context of the current paper, for the independent exploration of the pedagogical motif of
an AI-ALS.
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Specific examples with seven hypothetical scenarios were provided to demonstrate how this
Bayesian approach could be used to understand more about the underlying pedagogical motif of the
AI-ALS. These hypothetical scenarios with fully controllable parameters could be used to better inform
educational stakeholders about the AI-ALS’s suitability for broader adoption beyond the pilot study.
Beyond the conventional observation of gains in the cognitive pre-test vis-à-vis post-test,
this proposed Bayesian approach also generated seven hypothetical scenarios which could inform
educational stakeholders about the conditions that might be most suitable for their students, as well as
a few hypothetical scenarios which might be of interest for noncognitive researchers to consider in future
studies. The implication for education is that the AI-ALS should not be solely relied upon to improve
the students’ learning of mathematics; rather, the gaps in the learning of mathematical concepts that the
AI-ALS could not bridge for the students should and could be addressed by their mathematics teachers.
For example, if the student scored low marks in the AI-ALS, but could surprisingly score high marks in
the paper-based post-test, it might be due to the opportunities provided by the AI-ALS to the student
to experience vicarious trial and error (VTE); hence, active inference [43] in problem-solving of the
same mathematics concepts could be successfully accomplished to solve problems in the paper-based
post-test. Conversely, if the student could score high-level marks in the AI-ALS for a particular
mathematics topic but could not do so for the paper-based post-test, the teacher should interview the
student to find out if anyone in the student’s family assisted that student to do the problem-solving in
the AI-ALS at home, or whether the student was still unable to accomplish active inference from the
concepts taught by the AI-ALS to the paper-based post-test.
Moving forward, it would be possible for educational stakeholders and policy-makers to extend
the exemplar illustrated in the current paper to perform comparisons of the pedagogical motifs between
multiple AI-ALSs provided by multiple vendors at different school sites.
Supplementary Materials: The supplementary files of the data, “AI-ALS-synthetic-data.csv”, as well as
the codebook describing the data, “ai-als-data_codebook.txt”, are available from https://figshare.com/articles/
datacodebook_zip/7795694.
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